
Hope Changes 
     Everything…

“Be strong and take heart, all you who hope in the Lord.”
Psalm 31:24 (NIV)

PERU, Orchard 
Children’s Home
In the region surrounding Pucallpa, 
there is only one government 
children’s home serving a 
population of more than half a 
million people. And among this 
population, many children suffer 
from severe disabilities or sexual 
abuse – needs that are difficult to 
address in the current environment.
Orchard Children’s Home consists 
of family-style homes led by loving 
house parents. Nutritious meals and 
a loving environment are provided for 
eight children in each house, as well 
as a quality, Christ-centered education 
focused on preparing for independence. 
Our goal is to have the capacity to 
provide for 40 children at this home. 
We recently repaired earthquake 
damage in two of the houses, and we 
now have both boys’ and girls’ homes 
established. Our children continue 
to show progress in their academic 
achievements and their emotional 
healing. And an agricultural cooperative 
with a partner nonprofit placed chickens 
on the Orchard property, adding another 
self-sustaining initiative that also teaches 
valuable skills and responsibilities. 
As we look to the future, we are planning 
ways to better serve the children at the 
Orchard. An immediate need to is to 
identify and train a new program director 
and new house parents. The intensive 
caregiver training we have recently 
implemented (for working with children who 
have experienced trauma) is one more way 
we can offer hope to children coming from 
tragic circumstances. It can seem like an 
overwhelming task, but we draw our strength 
from Jesus, the only true source of hope.

AT ORCHARD CHILDREN’S HOME! 

Danny’s* story is one that seemed doomed from the start, but 
thankfully his story didn’t end in hopelessness. After being 
abandoned at birth by his mother, his father initially took him in but 
eventually abandoned him too. His aunt decided to take him to live 
with her, but life continued to be difficult. Sadly, he was abused 
by two different family members, once being beaten nearly to 
death. It’s not surprising that all the trauma in Danny’s life caused 
him to resort to survival-type behaviors, which seemed rebellious 
to others. And since he wouldn’t stop breaking rules and sneaking 
out of school, his aunt decided she could no longer care for him, 
handing him over to the government. 
When Danny first arrived at the Orchard, he sat in the corner 
for three days without moving or speaking. Our hearts ached 
for him, but we knew he needed time to 
process all that had happened, so we 
prayed for him and waited. Slowly 
he began to interact with others 
at the home and school. We’ve 
watched as he has made 
friends and is beginning to 
come out of his self-protective 
shell. His behavior has also 
improved, and we have 
hope for Danny’s future now 
that he has a safe place to 
learn, grow, and heal from 
all the hurt in his past. And 
we are thankful that Kids Alive 
supporters are offering him 
hope for a brighter future.

*name changed to 
protect privacy
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What’s happening…
IN PERU?

Partner with us 
     in prayer…

The beauty that is Peru can sometimes obscure the 
hopelessness: desperate poverty, rampant disease, and 
lack of sanitation. With much of the country surviving on 
meager incomes, hundreds of thousands of children are 
desperate and hungry. There is also little access to quality 
education, and many children live in constant danger from 
child predators. 
Kids Alive has been rescuing the most vulnerable Peruvian 
children since 1993, through our residential homes, care 
centers, and school. Not only do we offer them nutritious 
food, an education, safe shelter, and medical care, but 
we are committed to sharing the love of Jesus with each 
one. These children desperately need to hear that they are 
valued and loved. 

We are constantly exploring more ways to serve children 
here. From building or renovating more residential homes, 
to opening House of Glory as a home for teen moms, 
to expanding our school with more grades, we seek to 
provide for the needs of our kids holistically. Several of our 
missionaries were able to attend in-depth caregiver training 
in working with children from hard places, enabling them 
to better care for the many needs of each child. 
The goal of our work in Peru is still to be the hands and 
feet of Jesus to every child we encounter, giving them the 
chance for a brighter future. When they begin to see hope 
for the first time, these children can break cycles of poverty 
and violence and affect their communities in positive ways.

God is working at Orchard! Please pray for:
l Our efforts to identify a new director
l New house parents to serve our children
l Understanding and implementation of 

caregiver training by the staff
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